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What I am not talking about today:  the usual  (MSSM neutralino m flux limits... etc)

    I will concentrate in analyses beyond the vanilla candidates and on new statistical 

techniques being developed to probe the SUSY parameter space,  because:

…… there are many dark matter models that involve neutrinos as a signature that 

we can probe, and advanced statistical methods to do it

 we should go beyond our 'standard' analyses.

outline



Combined AMANDA-II, IC-22 and IC-40 results

Total livetime of 1065 d  between 2001 and 2008  

latest results from IceCube

preliminary



     90% CL neutralino-p Xsection limit

Assume (ie. model dependent) effective 
quark-DM interaction,

     λ2/Λ2 (qγ5γµq)(χγ5γµχ)

and look for monojets in pp collisions,

      pp → χχ + jet

Constrains from monojet searches at the 
TeVatron:

Bai et al, JHEP 1012:048,2010

searches from the Sun: comparison with collider results



ATLAS and IceCube: even with grid scans the comparison is interesting

searches from the Sun: comparison with collider results



• Universal Extra Dimensions: 
(new competitive limits from ATLAS)
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searches from the Sun: Kaluza-Klein DM

 n=1 → Lightest Kaluza-Klein mode, B1

 good DM candidate

arXiv:1107.0561v2

Phys.Rev. D81 (2010) 057101

90% CL  LKP-p Xsection limit vs LKP mass



90% CL  simpzilla-p Xsection limit vs simpzilla mass

SIMPZILLAS (Superheavy DM)

- Produced non-thermally at the end of 
inflation  through vacuum quantum 
fluctuations  or decay of the inflaton field

- strong Xsection  (simply means non-weak in 
this context)

- m from ~104 GeV to 1018 GeV  (no unitarity 
limit since production non thermal)

S+S → t t

tops per annihilation

searches from the Sun: Superheavy DM

Phys.Rev. D81 (2010) 063510



 Explaining Fermi/PAMELA data in terms of 
dark matter favors boost in DM annihilation 
Xsection

If the dark matter annihilation rate is 
enhanced, the timescale for equilibrium 
diminishes → flux of annihilation products 
can be much larger than away from 
equilibrium.

 → an enhanced annihilation Xsection could 
produce a detectable neutrino flux from the 
center of the Earth (while it is possible not 
to enhance the Solar flux) 
(C. Delaunay, P. J. Fox and G. Perez, JHEP 0905 , 099 (2009)).

 Using the atmospheric neutrino 
measurement of IceCube-40, model-
independent limits on boost factors can be 
set

searches from the Earth: constraining annihilation boost factors 
arXiv:1107.2408



Secluded dark matter

 L = LSM + LWIMP + Lmediator

DM annihilates into mediator, χχ → φφ→SM

with mφ = O(GeV)

φ is long lived, escapes the Sun and 
decays into µ+µ- in or near the detector

→ signature: two closely separated muon 
tracks (~ 1m)

 look for stopping tracks which do radiate 
like dimuons until the stopping point, in 
order to further reduce the background.

work in progress

searches from the Sun: secluded dark matter



Extend the search to the southern hemisphere by 
selecting starting events

 → Veto background through location of interaction 

vertex

 muon background: downgoing, no starting track

 WIMP signal: interaction vertex within detector

                      volume

    work in progress

year-around solar WIMP searches



- dwarf galaxies: high mass/light ratio 
- → high concentration of DM in the halos

- known location. Distributed both in the 
north and southern sky. 

- Point-like search techniques: stacking
- known distance -> determination of absolute 

annihilation rate if a signal is detected

- same expected neutrino spectra as for the 
galactic center/halo

-  IceCube analysis in progress

Same strategy as in the galactic halo 
analysis:

advantage for neutrino telescopes 
if DM is leptophilic, as suggested by 
PAMELA results

searches from nearby dwarf galaxies: strategy

s
A
 sensitivity



full statistical SUSY analysis in IceCube



full statistical SUSY analysis in IceCube



full statistical SUSY analysis in IceCube

More noble aim: to delineate probability regions in the parameter space of the 

model under consideration, given current experimental constrains (data)

= (m0, m1/2, A0, tan)       parameter space to be scanned 

                                             (the cMSSM in the example, could be other)

= (mt, mb, em, s...)      SM and cosmological measured parameters of   

                                              importance (nuisance parameters wrt to SUSY)

 = (        set of basis parameters

           derived parameters for the choice : m, ...

                            we would like  p(|data)



full statistical SUSY analysis in IceCube

  p(|data) = p(datap        modulo a normalization factor, p(data)

pdataLLikelihood  (prob. of reproducing the data for a given set of )  

 This is the tricky part: to build the global Likelihood with

 



full statistical SUSY analysis in IceCube



full statistical SUSY analysis in IceCube

  Example of what we want in the end (work for IC86 in progress):



 full sky sensitivity using IceCube 
surrounding strings as a veto:

375m thick detector veto: three
complete IceCube string layers
surround DeepCore

 → possibility of defining starting and 
contained tracks
 →  access to southern hemisphere, 
galactic center and all-year Sun visibility
 → lower energy threshold to ~10 GeV
 → possibility of using cascades for DM 
searches

 Work in progress

Preliminary studies show 103 background 
rejection with 99% signal efficiency 
possible at filter level

DeepCore DM capabilities



The LHC is here. The bon vivant times of direct and indirect experiments are over

 There still is complementarity between direct, indirect and accelerator searches: 

    In the parameter regions available

    Due to astrophysical conditions

 We (neutrino telescopes) need to go beyond the vanilla MSSM analyses

 This is perfectly possible. We have mature detectors and analysis techniques

 IceCube is preparing global fits to SUSY parameter space with detector information 

cooked in on an event by event basis

We are also extending our analyses to above the horizon and to the low energy regime

conclusions





GeV (W+W−)

: Indirect dark matter searches from the Sun are a low-energy analysis in neutrino 

  telescopes: even for the highest  DM masses, we do not get muons above few 100 GeV

 

 Easy to interpret limits in terms of several candidates

Not  such  effect  for the Earth and Halo (no ν energy losses in dense medium)

5000 GeV Neutralino → WW  @ Sun Simpzilla → tt  @ Sun

searches from the Sun: neutrino energies at the detector
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